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1. A HORA MIT TZIBELES 5’52

2. YANKELE 3’40

3. MOUNT ATHOS 5’29

4. KYUCHEK 1’38

5. PAPIROSEN 5’27

6. GASN NIGUN 3’58

7. CHIRIBIM CHIRIBOM 3’01

8. REBETE UN PEU POUR VOIR 4’27

9. OYFN PRIPTCHIK 2’55

10. YOUKALI 4’30

11. BELTZ 2’27

TRACKLISTING

LINE-UP

Listen here & download:
https://bit.ly/Youkali-DL

Stéphane Tsapis : piano
Jonathan Orland : alto saxophone

Stéphane Tsapis and Jonathan Orland have a common desire to cross the boundaries of
sound, free themselves from stylistic constraints and affirm the freedom of their
independent space. This project is inspired by Yiddish music, Balkan music, 60s avant-
garde jazz, and even pop music. They create an imaginary universe of varied landscapes
that evoke the paintings of Chagall where joy and melancholy unashamedly coexist. The
duo format facilitates a musical conversation that is sometimes intimate, sometimes
unconstrained. It entices the listener to give free rein to their imagination and let the
mind travel, soar and dream.
The choice to record this album live in the same room at Tsapis’s home studio in Saint-
Ouen allowed for more freedom, sponteneity and ease of work.

THE PROJECT

Single: BELTZ
Out: 04/03/2022
Clip: 25/02/2022
LAUNCH CONCERT: 05/04/22 
at 20 h, MAHJ, Paris
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Let’s imagine an island. Greece would be too simple. And besides, it is not an island
strictly speaking. No. An island. Not Paros, because Stéphane Tsapis has already
literally been there with bassist Marc Buronfosse. The island of our imagination, one
that must be conjured from scratch through music and the senses, through colors and
deviations is exclusively for the duo of Stéphane Tsapis and Jonathan Orland. It's not
Manhattan either, even if Jonathan Orland lugged his saxophone and its silky
nonchalance there, the one we hear in "Beltz", a composition by Alexander
Olshanetsky who probably preferred Little Odessa at the edge of the
peninsula. Whether a Peninsula or just an isle, the land of our imagination belongs
exclusively to the duo, even if others can navigate there without a passport and leave
carefree. That’s where we find"Mount Athos", a transfigured mountain cherished by
Tsapis, a steep slope inhabited by monks that offers some clues: Tsapis and Orland’s
island fully belongs to a warm corner of the Mediterranean. It’s a place where one
can play"A Hora Mit Tzibeles", a Yiddish melody played here with a seafarer’s
idleness: an almost precious leisureliness that caresses like the sand and the waves.
The Mediterranean is vast, especially since the island seems to be shifting. Does it go
from Greece to Lebanon, the familiar route for Stéphane Tsapis? Somewhat, but that's
without counting on the wind, the Sharaf (the warm airstream from the Middle East
also called Khamsin) - the nonchalant wind of Orland diverting the convoy towards the
Levant in the Eastern Mediterranean.
It goes from the south where the birds of the Suez bring news from the Sinai Peninsula,
and where the spices of the Dardanelles Strait come to flavor the music with all the
spices of the Black Sea, such as in the Bulgarian "Papirosen" where Tsapis’s piano
playing is moved to the core. Or in “Chiribim Chiribom”, another Yiddish tune where
Jonathan Orland plays with moods, be it an ecstatic euphoria, or a sadness that is
quickly displaced by the light. The island shifts like this. Or is it a boat? Maybe it’s the
ocean liner the Mataroa that is dear to the pianist? No, here again, the island of
Youkali, mapped by Clémence Monnet and its anthem written by Kurt Weill, is very
terrestrial. Jonathan Orland could settle down there, installing his “Homes” that are
precious to him. But this is an isle with magical powers that grabs you right away, a
place where you can see yourself staying for a while, all amidst phantasmagorical
plants and birds. Youkali is a chimera, the weather is nice there, it’s where we can
escape. And it's Weill who says it: "The island is very small, but the fairy who lives
there kindly invites us to explore it." We shall return there.

French text by Franpi Barriaux translated by Paul Sedres

THE ALBUM
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STEPHANE TSAPIS
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Stéphane Tsapis is a composer, pianist and professor at the Paris Conservatoire.

His album Mataroa, literary and musical fresco retracing the route of the exiled
Greeks during the civil war, is supported by SACEM and is hailed by
international critics (Mexico, Colombia, Greece, France citizen jazz award in
2012, USA, Japan). He multiplies collaborations abroad, especially in Japan
with the album Musique pour 4 mains et une bouche, a duo with the Japanese
saxophonist Maki Nakano. In May 2014 he tours once more in Japan with
Charlie and Edna his latest trio album (Jazzmagazine revelation) produced by
the Japanese label Cloud. He represents France with the Paris-Mexico project in
2013 in the Mexico Euro Jazz festival where he performs in front of 20,000
auditors. He represents France in Dushanbe Ethno jazz festival in Tajikistan in
May 2014 where he performs in trio with Maki Nakano and Yann Pittard. His
new album Border Lines will be released in March 2016 on Cristal Records
label distributed by Harmonia Mundi. In this album he explores his Greek roots
with lots of freedom, accompanied by Marc Buronfosse on bass and Arnaud
Biscay on drums. In 2019, he will release two albums on the label Cristal
Records, The Oriental Piano in complicity with the designer Zeina Abirached
and the Tsapis Volant.

Among his many accomplishments and price, we can mention that Stephane
was awarded at the International Film Festival of Aubagne for the film La Nuit
autour, and that he won the first prize at the Duke Ellington composition contest
in 2012 with his piece for Big Band Mount Athos.

Alongside his career as a pianist, he composes more and more for the cinema:
he has written the soundtrack of Khaos, les visages humains de la crise grecque
in 2012, and that of The Immigrant (Chaplin) for Jazz quartet and symphony
orchestra to be premiered in January 2016 in Paris with guest soloist Jean-
Charles Richard. This piece was also played at the Megaron with Athens state
orchestra.

www.stephanetsapis.com
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JONATHAN ORLAND

Born in a musical family, French jazz musician Jonathan Orland began playing
music during his childhood in Paris, starting with the piano and the clarinet. In his
early teenage years, he developed a passion for jazz and taught himself the
saxophone before beginning formal studies with Thomas Savy, Tom Buckner, and
André Villégier.

"Jonathan Orland is a superb musician."
- Bill Pierce

At age 22 Jonathan was offered a scholarship to attend the Berklee College of
Music in Boston where he studied with George Garzone, Hal Crook, Bill Pierce and
Greg Osby. After finishing his studies at Berklee, Jonathan headed for Montreal,
where he completed a Master’s Degree in Jazz Performance at McGill University.
Back in Paris, Jonathan released his first album as a leader ‘Homes’, in 2012, on the
label BeeJazz, featuring George Garzone.
"Jonathan Orland has proven to be an exceptional musician and player."
- George Garzone
In 2015, he released a second album, ‘Small Talk’, featuring Nelson Veras, Yoni
Zelnik and Donald Kontomanou, released on Paris Jazz Underground.
Currently living in Montreal, he leads a trio with Cole Birney-Stewart and Michel
Lambert, has been an active member of Jean-Michel Pilc’s Improvisation Workshop
and played duo with him. He regularly plays with Kevin Dean and subs in Joe
Sullivan’s big band.
His third album as a leader, Something Joyful, with French musicians Olivier
Hutman, Yoni Zelnik and Ariel Tessier, will be released by SteepleChase Records on
February 15th 2021.
Jonathan has played in many venues across the world and toured in France, Eastern
Europe and Asia.

www.jonathanorland.com
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LIEN KIT PROMO :
https://bit.ly/Youkali-DL
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Distributeur :                  
Le Coolectif (physique) via 
bandcamp
https://stephanetsapis.bandcamp.co
m/

Tourneur :
Le Coolectif

contact@lecoolectif.org

Management :
Julie-Anna Dallay Schwartzenberg
julieanna.lecoolectif@gmail.com

0662705141

Production :
Le Coolabel

http://www.lecoolectif.org/coolabel/

IN CONCERT

§ 12 mars 2022, 20H30 : Studio 5, Saint-Maur (94) (concert privé sur
réservation)

§ 18 mars 2022, 20H : CCLJ (Centre Communautaire Laïc Juif), Bruxelles,
Belgique

§ 25 & 26 mars 2022, 20H30 : Le Patio de la Roche, La Rochefoucauld (16)
§ 05 avril 2022, 20H : Concert de sortie, MAHJ (Musée d’Art et d’Histoire du

Judaïsme), Paris (75)
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